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A-list Hollywood
today is shaped by
independent film-
making. For proof,
one only needs to
look at the
Australian/New
Zealand film indus-

try during the 1970s–1990s when
independent cinema there flourished
and the talent that emerged included
Russell Crowe, Nicole Kidman, Baz
Luhrmann, Gillian Armstrong, Phillip
Noyce, Naomi Watts, and many more.

Currently in pre-production for his
next feature entitled Peril, Shreveport
director Jeffrey Goodman
completed his first feature-length film
in 2008. The Last Lullaby, starring
Tom Sizemore (Saving Private Ryan)
and Sasha Alexander (NCIS), is about
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an unusual bond between a hit man
and a librarian.

“After spending seven years in Los
Angeles, I decided to return home to
Shreveport to make Lullaby and put a
business plan together,” says Good-
man. “I ended up raising the money
from 48 Louisiana investors and
offered them 100 percent of  the film’s
tax credits.”

Indie filmmaker Patrick Marrero
finished Trapped in Katrina, a feature
about a couple finding nothing but
trouble as they return to New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina, in 2009.
Having recently acquired a direct-to-
DVD distributor via Maverick Enter-
tainment, Marrero reflects,
“Ultimately, I think the tax credits
benefit Louisiana because for the most
part these movies are going to get
made anyway. We are finally getting
some post [production] houses, and
hopefully productions will look in

Louisiana for above-the-line people—
writers, directors, and actors.”

Agreeing with this sentiment is
Renso Amariz, the director of  The
Local 504 about a post-apocalyptic
America that has been invaded by the
Soviet Union, and the resistance move-
ment that ensues.

“As technology becomes cheaper
and more advanced, more filmmakers
will have access to it,” says Amariz.
“When this happens the traditional
stage will become very crowded. These
filmmakers will search for new ways to
get their films seen. Not saying that the
big screen will go away, but it will co-
exist with a smaller, portable screen.”

Two moviemakers who have
recently wrapped low-budget projects
are Valerie Rodriguez and Char-
lie Brown. Rodriguez, a Baton Rouge
resident, completed a movie about two
girls with Asperger Syndrome who
struggle with family, dating, and find-

ing their place in society. A transplant
to Louisiana from Los Angeles, her
perspective on the industry is positive. 

“I recently completed Normal Types
for which I acted, co-wrote, and
produced,” says Rodriguez. “I think it’s
great that Louisiana is becoming a top
film location. It has great people, loca-
tions with a ton of  production value,
and the crew base is growing.”

Agreeing with this assessment,
Brown comments, “The local scene
needed a professional upgrade, and we
all needed to work in professional
environments. My own turn on
Benjamin Buttonwas huge, not just for
the experience and the knowledge but
also the contacts that will most defi-
nitely help me along. My feature-
length movie, Angels Die Slowly, is
about a Goth girl in the French Quar-
ter who sits down to a card reading and
sees many paths open to her. It’s in final
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edits and should be done soon.”
Baton Rouge native and producer

Alicia Allain, who worked as the
president of  The Robert Evans
Company (known for producing such
films as Chinatown, The Godfather, and
Rosemary’s Baby), compliments the
state for taking great strides, but believes
there is still much work to be done in
terms of  Hollywood hiring Louisiani-
ans. 

Says Allain, “We all need the jobs
on studio projects, but the challenge is
that Los Angeles filmmakers still play
the relationship game on larger proj-
ects with respect to key personnel,
which makes it harder for a crew base
to get into those positions even though
many are more than qualified.”

Allain’s producing partner Jason
Buch concurs, adding, “Now that we
have the attention of  the industry, we
should be looking at ways to broker a
longer-term investment in the state. If
we want to hold onto the industry
when it becomes cheaper or easier to
shoot somewhere else, we need to build
not just a crew base in the state, but a
creative base. Whenever you’re deal-
ing with a truly independent film,

whether it succeeds, or is even
produced, depends largely on the film-
maker’s ability to raise funds and to
maneuver bureaucracy. In the past,
that may have meant writing a
winning grant proposal. Now it may
mean learning the ins and outs of  the
film incentive process.”

Expounding on this, producer Oak
Porcelli comments, “Tax credits
benefit the producing companies but
it can benefit the indie filmmaker if
they educate themselves about CPAs
and tax attorneys. That being said, take
a look at what the big companies do,
and try to do what they do by just scal-
ing back. The reason those companies
get projects off  the ground is that they
spend their time creating financial
structures that mitigate the risk of
their investors.”

Director Steven Esteb’s latest film,
Dirty Politics, was lensed in Baton
Rouge and stars Judd Nelson and Beau
Bridges alongside local actors Jerry
Katz and John Valdetero. Esteb smiles
at the evolution of  the industry. 

“The first film I made here in
Louisiana was Favorite Son,” he says.
“There wasn’t a lot going on back
then. Now, there are several Holly-
wood films shooting all the time,

including a lot of  home-grown proj-
ects. I hope more and more local film-
makers will rise up and make quality
films because I believe the industry
needs to grow from the inside out.”

To make their careers flourish, New
Orleanians Odin Lindblom and
Todd Berger live in Los Angeles. 

Lindblom is CEO of  the Mother-
ship FX and Post, a boutique effects
and post production house with offices
in New Orleans and L.A. “It’s great to
see the state becoming not just a major
location for shooting,” he says, “but a
major business region for the film
industry.”

Agreeing, Berger remarks, “I’ve
definitely seen the industry in
Louisiana evolve in the past few years
as more and more films are shooting
there, and it’s gone from a place to go
shoot on location to a full-service ‘third
coast,’ if  you will. Recently I wrote and
directed the narrative feature The
Scenesters, a dark comedy about a
group of  crime scene videographers
who decide to catch a serial killer them-
selves before the cops do.”

Actor Joseph Meissner recently
directed his first feature, written by his
wife Helen Krieger, about a diverse
bunch of  creative misfits living in New

Orleans one year after Katrina. 
Says Meissner, “While I had the

leading role in Jack of Spades, an inde-
pendent detective/noir film shot in
New Orleans, I’ve always believed
that artists should ‘seize the means of
production’ and get in there and make
their own projects happen, on their
own terms.”

Finally, Zack Godshall is an
Acadiana native and LSU professor
who recently completed a feature-
length documentary called God’s
Architects.

He remarks, “Without question,
indigenous storytellers and artisans—
whether they are filmmakers, song-
writers, painters, builders, writers, or
actors—help to create a communal
and creative atmosphere that benefits
a region in ways that money cannot;
in ways that can inspire and give rise
to new dreams and new images of  life.
And this kind of  imaginative effect
pulses through a people and runs far
deeper than any promise of  or hope
for monetary gain.”

JOHN ALFONE IS A NEW ORLEANS-BASED
WRITER. HE CAN BE REACHED AT
JDA11@CAA.COLUMBIA.EDU.

Indie Filmmakers,
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